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Cd and S tracer diffusivities were measured in undoped and In-doped CdS crystals as a function of temperature, 
the partial pressure of Cd or S2, and In concentration. Above 700°C and under high Cd pressures, sulfur diffuses 
by a vacancy mechanism involving the doubly ionized vacancy Vi ; this vacancy is also the major electrically 
active point defect and is the commonly reported double donor in CdS. Under these conditions, Cd diffusion 
occurs by singly ionized Cd interstitials, these interstitials being the fastest moving point defects, but only a 
minority as donors compared to S vacancies. Under high S2 pressures, sulfur diffuses by the interstitial mechanism 
involving the neutral SIX interstitials. Cd diffusion under these conditions is controlled by doubly ionized Cd 
vacancies. Experiments on indium-doped samples show that at moderate-to-high Cd pressures In is incorporated 
with the release of an equal number of electrons into the conduction band, whereas at low Cd pressures, the 
incorporation occurs with the creation of doubly ionized native acceptors. These acceptors are most probably 
the Cd vacancies responsible for Cd diffusion in this range of Cd pressures. 

The absolute mobilities of Vi, V’& and (In,, V,,)’ have been determined, assuming [V&l > [Sr]. For Cd; 
and Six a separation of diffusivities into mobilitiesandconcentrations was not possible. Estimates for the position 
of the acceptor levels of Vc,, are obtained. 

Introduction 

A large amount of work has been done on the 
physical properties of CdS. Although it has been 
recognized for a long time that these properties are 
largely determined by various defects present, much 
less effort has gone into the identification of the 
relevant defects and the dependence of their con- 
centrations on the conditions of preparation of the 
crystals. Following the approach of Kriiger and 
Vink (I), it is possible to develop models (defect 
structures) that can successfully explain all the 
observed properties and their variation with the 
conditions of preparation. 

This approach was in fact first applied to CdS by 
KrSger et al. (2) to explain the results of Hall-effect, 
conductivity and optical absorption measurements 
done on undoped and donor (Ga, Cl) doped crystals 
after the crystals had been quenched after equili- 
bration in an environment with well-defined Cd 
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pressure and temperature. Although the conclusions 
reached were not entirely correct in the light of the 
information that has since become available, the 
basic approach is still valid. 

Boyn et al. (3, 4) performed conductivity experi- 
ments on CdS between 400°C and 730°C under well- 
defined Cd and S atmospheres. They concluded that 
under Cd atmospheres the conductivity is controlled 
by a doubly ionizable donor, Cd*. At temperatures 
above 54O”C, Cd;’ are the dominant point defects, 
leading to an electronic conductivity u oc phh3. 
Below this temperature, predominance of Frenkel 
disorder ([Cdl’] x [V&l) was proposed as the ex- 
planation of the observed dependence u Q pha, the 
ionized donor still being Cd;‘. Frenkel disorder was 
considered dominant under S atmospheres at high 
as well as low temperatures. A double donor has also 
been reported for CdSe (5,6, 34). For CdTe in Cd 
vapor at high temperatures, some authors report a 
doubly ionized donor (7,8,9), others report a singly 
ionized donor (IO). Recently, the presence of a 
double donor in CdS has been confirmed by 
Hershman and Kriiger (II). 

Recognizing the existence of a relation between 
387 
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ion transport, deviations from stoichiometry and the 
defect structure of a compound as stated by Wagner 
(12), Seltzer et al. (13,14) studied the defect structure 
of PbS through Pb and S tracer diffusion. A reason- 
ably complete picture of the transport properties and 
the relevant defects was thus obtained. Similar work 
has been attempted for Cd and Zn chalcogenides. 

Chalcogen tracer diffusion results of Woodbury 
and Hall (15) on Se and Te in various Cd and Zn 
chalcogenides, and of Borsenberger et al. (16) on Te 
in CdTe, show that in all cases the neutral chalcogen 
interstitial is the controlling chalcogen species for 
diffusion under high chalcogen pressures. At high 
Cd pressures, dominance of a different species is 
indicated. The situation for the metal component 
tracer diffusion is more diverse. Woodbury (17) and 
Whelan et al. (18) found that in CdS, Cd tracer 
diffusion under high Cd pressures is controlled by 
neutral Cd interstitials, whereas under high Sz 
pressures the doubly ionized vacancy, V&, is the 
controlling species for Cd diffusion. Whelan and 
Shaw concluded to the presence of neutral inter- 
stitials from the dependence O& cc pcd under high 
pcd at 850°C. Borsenberger et al. (17) found a 
pressure dependence of the form D& oc p&* foi CdSe 
under these conditions and ascribed it to the singly 
ionized Cd interstitial, Cd;, controlling the charge 
neutrality as well as Cd diffusion, the counterpart 
defect for charge neutrality being electrons. This con- 
tradicts the dependence [e’] cc pAi* found by other 
authors under similar conditions (5, 6). Borsen- 
berger et al. (16) and Whelan et al. (20) found D& 
in CdTe to be independent of pCd over the entire 
range of stability. The former ascribed it to a 
dominant Frenkel disorder involving Cd interstitials 
and vacancies. The observation that Cd diffusion 
was enhanced by donor as well as acceptor impurities 
led them to the conclusion that the defects could not 
be associated Frenkel pairs, but must be separate 
species controlling charge neutrality. This, however, 
contradicts the observation [e’] cc p&d’ of other 
authors (7,8), unless the Cd interstitials are assumed 
to be triply ionized and compensated for charge 
neutrality by triply ionized Cd vacancies, a very 
unlikely situation. Neutral associated Frenkel pairs, 
on the other hand, do not transport Cd and, 
therefore, cannot explain thep,, independence of the 
chemical diffusivity reported by Zanio (9). 

Clearly, the defect structure of these materials is 
not yet understood. In the present paper, we report 
the results of a study of the self-diffusion of Cd and 
S in CdS as a function of pCd, T, and impurity 
concentration. As we shall see, combination with the 
Hall-effect data referred to earlier (ZZ), leads to an 

almost complete clarification of the defect structure 
and the thermodynamic parameters of defect 
formation. 

Theoretical 

1. Tracer Diffusion and Defect-Chemistry 
Tracer self-diffusion is the gradual replacement of 

the nontracer atoms of an element in the crystal 
by tracers of the same element, starting from a source 
and proceeding towards regions in the crystal away 
from this source. Microscopically, it results from the 
jump processes involving point defects in the crystal 
and can be described macroscopically by Fick’s 
equations (unidimensional) for the particle current 
J and the variation of the concentration : 

J=-pd’ 
dx 

and 

dc=pkd2 
dt dx* ’ 

(1) 

(4 

where (2) follows from (l), using mass balance and 
assuming D” to be independent of concentration, a 
condition obviously satisfied by tracers. 

D*, which is the measured quantity for diffusion 
experiments, is determined by the dominant dif- 
fusion mechanism (12). Cadmium and sulfur 
vacancies and interstitials or associates of these 
species are the only defects important for tracer 
transport. If we concentrate on the single defects, 
we may have cadmium vacancies (V,,) and inter- 
stitials (Cd,) causing Cd exchanges, and V, and Si 
causing sulfur exchange. Each mechanism is further 
differentiated according to the charge state of the 
defect. In other words, Cdix, Cd;, and Cdl’ lead to 
separate tracer fluxes. For each species, the flux 
depends on the product of the microscope diffusivity 
of the defect, Dj, and the concentration of the defect 
expressed as a site fraction, [j]. Summing over the 
various defects involved, 

D; = 2 D,[j]. (3) 

The justification of this relation is different for 
interstitial diffusion and vacancy diffusion. In the 
former case, it is due to the fact that although 
diffusion takes place via the interlattice, the tracers 
are distributed between normal lattice sites and 
interstitial sites in the same way as the normal atoms 
are. If this distribution equilibrium is not main- 
tained during the diffusion, (3) would not hold. Now 
DT = Dj. For the vacancy diffusion mechanism, (3) 
results from the fact that tracer jumps are possible 
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only if a vacancy is present at a neighboring site. 
Therefore, for this mechanism, (3) is always valid. 
D, depends on temperature according to 

Dj = Dyexp(-dH/kT), 

dH being the free enthalpy of activation of the tracer 
jump to the next site. [j] depends on the composition 
of the crystal, the component activities, the pressure, 
and the temperature. 

If we carry out diffusion studies at constant 
temperature, Dj = constant, and thus variations in 
DT are due to variations in [j]. The way in which 
[j] depends on the composition and the conditions 
of preparation is described satisfactorily by im- 
perfection chemistry (1). Table I lists several defect 
formation reactions for CdS, and the corresponding 
mass action relations. Reactions (a)-(i) are involved 
in establishing deviations from stoichiometry. 
Reactions (j), (k), and (1) create atomic and elec- 
tronic disorder. In crystals doped with the foreign 
donor indium, defects In,, and associates such as 
(In,, VcJ’ formed by reaction (q) have also to be 
taken into account. Since the In,, donor level is 
close to the conduction band, ionization is always 
complete, i.e., In& does not occur in appreciable 
concentrations. 

Pairs between foreign donors and vacancies have 
been shown to be the activator centers of the so- 

called self-activated luminescence in ZnS [2I, 221, 
and there is little doubt that such associates will also 
occur in CdS. The formation at high temperatures 
has been discussed by Prener and Weil (23). It 
remains an open question, however, whether the 
pairs are formed by equilibration at high tempera- 
ture, or that they are formed during cooling (24). 
This is one of the points we shall pay attention to 
in the present study. 

The mass action relations given in Table I are 
given in terms of concentrations. For the atomic 
defects, this is justified as long as the concentrations 
are smaller than, say, 1%. For electrons, [e’] has to 
be replaced by a, = r[e’] with y, the activity coeffi- 
cient, being >I in degenerate samples. 

Concentrations of defects asf(p,,, T, [In]to,a,) can 
be found by solving the simultaneous equations 
(a)-(q) complemented by the neutrality condition 
(r) and the indium balance (s) (I). Following 
Brouwer (25), approximate solutions can be ob- 
tained by using only the dominant terms in (r) and 
(s). The solutions valid in a certain range are of the 
general form [j] = JJsK&,[In]&,,, with n and m 
simple fractions or small numbers. Figure 1 shows 
defect isotherms for CdS doped with a foreign donor 
D arrived at in this manner; pairing is neglected. 
This figure demonstrates the complications to be 
expected even in this simplified case. A similar result, 

TABLE I 

DEFECT FORMATION REACTIONS FOR CdS ANDTHE CORRESPONDING MASS ACTION RELATIONS 

Reaction Mass action relation 

Cd(g) St Cd&, + Vi + 2e’ ; H& 
Vs” * Vi + e’ ; Ed, 
Vi Z Vi + e’ ; En2 
Cd(g) ti Cd& + t’s” ; f&v 
Cd&, + 2e’ z Cd(g) + V& ; H& 
V& 2 V& + 2e’ ; Ev, + Ev2 
Cd& z Cd(g) + Vs” ; Hew 
ssx z S(g) + Vs” ; f&v, 
Cd(g) + V,x + Cdj + e’ ; Ha, 
0 * e’ + h’ ; EI 
0 2 v;d + v, ;ffs” 
0 t v;, + Vs” ; ffs 
Cd.%) e Cd(g) + W&9 ; Has 
CdS(s) T?: Cd(g) + S(g) ; f&w 
S*(g) 2 2x4 ;& 
Cd(l) z Cd(g) ; f&d 
In& + V& s (Incd Vcd)’ ; H,, 

K& = 1 Vs’l le’12/pCd (a) 
Kd, = l&l 14llV~“l (b) 
Kd2 = [&‘I le’l/lVJ (4 
KS, = lV~“l/~,, (4 n 

- IGl~ca/142 
~~“K~, = le’l* lV&l/lV&l 

(4 
(f) 

f&w = IV&IPC~ (g) 
KSVG = [~,“IPs (h) 
KCdi = [Cd,1 le’l/pcd (i) 
K, = [e’] [h’] (3 
K,” = IV&l I%‘1 (k) 
KS = [v:dl [&“I (1) 

l/2 
&is = PcdPs, 
Kcd, s = PCB PS I;) 

KD = PS=/PS, (0) 
Kcci = Pcd &d(l) (P) 
KP = [@Cd vCd)‘l/[&dl [Vgdl (q> 

Neutrality Condition: [e’] + [Vd,] + 2[VG,] + [S;] + 2[Sl] + [(Incd V,,)‘] = [h’] + [Cd;] + 
2[CdJ + [ VJ + 2[ VL] + [In,,] (r). Indium Balance: [In,,] + [&Cd VCd)‘] N [In],O,al (s). 
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FIG. 1. Defect isotherms for donor-doped CdS calculated 
with the assumption that V& is the major doubly ionized 
native acceptor whereas pairing is neglected. 

with pairs taking the place of V&, is obtained for 
the case that pairs are dominant (24). 

2. Solution of the Diffusion Equation 
For a semiinfinite medium and a constant activity 

tracer source, the solution of the one-dimensional 
diffusion equation (2) is (26) : 

x2 
( 1 

l/2 
c(x, t) = co erfc 4Dt . (4) 

Steps were taken to assure that the above conditions 
are satisfied in the experiments to be described. Here 
tracer diffuses from the vapor into a relatively thick 
crystal while a constant activity or partial pressure 
of the component loaded with the tracer is main- 
tained around it. For a 1 mm thick plate-shaped 
crystal, with diffusion proceeding from both sides, 
a tracer penetration of 100~ from each side is within 
the realm of a semiinfinite medium. For a fixed Dt 
product, (4) defines a unique c - x profile starting 
at cc,. A log c - x2 plot is for the most part a straight 
line (see Fig. 3). 

Experimental 

1. Specimen Preparation 
Unoriented CdS single crystals were received as 

1 x 1 x 1 cm3 pieces from the Clevite Corporation, 
Cleveland, Ohio. Mass spectrographic analyses for 
these crystals are shown in Table II. Plates 5 x 5 x 1 
mm3 in size and parallel to one of the faces. of the 
received crystal were cut from these. The plates were 
polished and etched with 50 % HCl to give a smooth 
flat surface finish. These were rinsed and then 
cleaned in boiling deionized water. 

TABLE II 

CdS MASS SPECTROGRAPHIC ANALIWS 

(Concentrations in Parts per Million Atomic) 

Detection 
Element limit Clevite I Clevite II Clevite III 

H 
Li 
C 
N 
F 
Na 
Si 
Cl 
K 
Ca 

0.2 12 5.4 0.52 
0.003 0.005 N.D.” 0.005 
0.01 1.5 1.2 1.3 
0.01 0.12 0.074 0.063 
0.03 N.D.” N.D.” N.D.” 
0.003 0.035 0.030 0.061 
0.1 N.D.” N.D.” N.D.” 
0.03 0.05 0.05 0.10 
0.003 0.0098 0.004 0.0062 
0.007 0.22 0.031 0.01 

g Note: N.D. = Not detected. Other impurities not listed 
were not detected and have concentrations less than 0.1 ppma, 
except Mn, Fe, 0, and Zn, which are interfered with by 
background lines of sulfur and cadmium. 

Indium-doped samples were prepared in batches 
of four to ensure uniform doping in a group of 
experimental specimens. A known amount of In was 
either deposited as a thin film by evaporation and 
converted to In2S3 by passing HIS over the samples, 
or a piece of indium metal was sandwiched between 
two CdS plates (5 x 10 x 1 mm3). The crystal plates 
or the sandwiches containing In in one form or the 
other were then fired in thick wall (2 mm) quartz 
ampoules with addition of enough sulfur to give 
sulfur vapor at a pressure of S-10 atmospheres at 
950°C. The firing was carried out for 7-10 days. 
After cooling at the end of this period, the initially 
yellow CdS crystals have become red in color. The 
red color is deeper, the higher the In concentration. 
This provides a rough check on relative In con- 
centration in various samples. 

The crystals were polished, etched with HCl and 
rinsed in deionized water. The homogeneity of 
doping was checked with the aid of an electron 
microprobe at various points on the crystal. The 
exact donor concentration was determined by 
measuring the room temperature electron concentra- 
tion in one of the samples after it had been fired for 
a day at about 800°C under Cd vapor (-1.5 atmos- 
phere). This was accomplished through the Hall 
effect using Van der Pauw’s method (27). Donor 
concentrations up to -1020/cm3 were measured in 
this manner. The measured concentrations were 
within 20 ‘A of those determined from the amount of 
dopant used. 
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2. Tracer Diffusion 
Cadmium tracer (‘09Cd, y, 0.09 MeV, 1.3 years) 

was received from New England Nuclear Corp. as 
CdClz in OSN HCl in batches of 1 mCi. After 
dilution, a few drops of the solution containing 
about one &i of activity were chemically converted 
to traces of CdS inside small quartz tubes (3 mm 
i.d., 2 cm long). For use of Cd* in diffusion runs 
under Cd vapor, the tracer in the small tube was 
leached out into small beads of Cd metal by heating 
the tube along with 25-30 mg of Cd in vacuum 
sealed quartz ampoules at 900°C followed by slow 
cooling. For use of Cd* in experiments under sulfur 
vapor, the tubes with traces of Cd*S were used as 
such. Sulfur tracer (35S, /7,0.168 MeV, 89 days) was 
received as a solution of elemental sulfur in benzene. 
Wherever needed, a few drops of this solution were 
allowed to evaporate inside the tube or ampoule 
leaving behind elemental sulfur containing the 
tracer. 

In order to carry out a tracer diffusion experiment 
under well-defined conditions, the temperature of 
the crystal and the pCd or ps, around it have to 
remain constant throughout the experiment. To 
satisfy the boundary conditions for solution (4), a 
constant source of tracer either in the vapor or on 
the surface has also to be provided. Diffusion 
specimens being small, a constant temperature was 
easily maintained with the help of a controlled 
furnace. The other two conditions, which are linked 
together if the tracer source is in the vapor, are a 
little more difficult to satisfy. 

For a given crystal temperature, the range of pCd 
or ps, with which the crystal can be in equilibrium 
is limited (see Fig. 2). The high and low pCd limits 

250 500 
TPK) -t 

i-50 1000 1500 

SW, Sk) 
IO=‘- XdW.L, Sk) 

IO’ I , I I 
2x5 2.0 1.5 I.0 0.5 

- lOOO/TPK) 

FIG. 2. P-T projection for the system Cd-S, with Pmin 

The second category of experiments were all 
performed in small capsules (1-2” long) maintained 
at a constant temperature. Since the tracer com- 
ponent, either Cd or S, is present in minute quantities 
compared to the overwhelming amount of the other 
component (S or Cd), virtually all of it combines to 
form CdS. If a two-zone set up were to be used for 
regulating the component partial pressure, the 
tracer-loaded CdS would form all along the inside 
of the tube, condensing mostly near the colder end. 
This would result in very small tracer concentrations 
in the vapor. The component pressures involved 

according to Ref. (28). were high enough to make it possible to determine 

are determined largely by the saturation pressures 
of cadmium and sulfur, respectively. The total 
pressure P = ps, + pea around a crystal tends 
towards a minimum when the crystal evaporates 
freely. For this minimum total pressure situation, 
pCd = 2p,, = 2/3P,,,i, = (2/2Kc,s)2/3, where KCds is 
the value of the evaporation constant at that tem- 
perature. If there are cooler regions in the enclosed 
volume where pCd or ps, is much smaller than its 
value corresponding to this situation, while the total 
pressure (pCd +ps,) is also low, the crystal will 
sublime to these regions at a rate that is greater, the 
higher the crystal temperature. In diffusion experi- 
ments, this pressure range has to be avoided. As a 
result, there are two categories of diffusion experi- 
ments : 

(9 

(ii) 

Cd” diffusion under pCd > 2/3P,,,i,, and S* 
diffusion under ps, > 1/3P,i” (i.e., pCd < 
2/3Pinin); 

Cd* diffusion under pCd < 2/3P,,,i, and S* 
diffusion under ps, -C 1/3Pmi” (i.e., pcd > 
2/3pmin)* 

Experiments under the first category, where the 
dominant component pressure is below the satura- 
tion pressure of the pure component, are carried out 
using a long evacuated sealed quartz glass tube in 
a two-temperature furnace. The crystal is maintained 
at a temperature T,, while Cd or S containing the 
respective tracer is maintained at a lower tempera- 
ture Tz. The component pressure corresponding to 
Tz is calculated from the known vapor pressure data. 
If the component pressure equals the saturation 
pressure at T, or is greater than one atmosphere, the 
sample is enclosed with the corresponding element 
containing the tracer in a small capsule which is 
maintained at T,. The pressure is calculated from 
the vapor pressure data or from the measured 
volume of the capsule and the weight of the added 
element, respectively. 
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the needed amount of the respective component by 
weighing. For pressures greater than 4 atmospheres, 
quartz ampoules with 2 mm wall thickness were 
used. 

Enough time was given to permit tracer penetra- 
tions from 30-200~. By penetration is meant the 
maximum depth at which the tracer count from a 
5~ section is at least twice the background count. 
The time for a certain penetration thus defined and 
a given D* obviously depends upon the surface 
concentration of the tracer, which in turn depends 
upon the tracer activity in the vapor and the vapor 
pressure. Initial experiments, where surface con- 
centration was low and the penetrations were <2Ot~, 
resulted in erratic and erroneous p,,-independent 
Cd diffusivities. Later, with larger surface tracer 
concentrations (IO5 counts per 10 minutes) and 
greater penetrations, reproducible pressure depen- 
dent results were obtained. Tracer diffused in from 
the sides was removed by grinding kO.5 mm of the 
edges of the specimen plates. Then the crystal was 
mounted in a jig which allowed the removal of 2 to 
5~ thick sections parallel to one of the large faces 
by rubbing the crystal over fine grinding paper. The 
tracer activity in the removed section was counted 
in an appropriate radiation counter. Corrections 
were made for the background count and activity 
per mg of the removed material was calculated. This 
normalized activity is assigned to a depth X, this 
being the x coordinate of the center of the removed 
section, measured relative to the original surface. 
The logarithm of the normalized activity is plotted 
against x2 to give the experimental penetration 
profile. In a few cases we used the chemical section- 
ing technique described by Woodbury (17). Al- 
though this method gave results similar to those 
found with the grinding method, we dropped it 
because of its inadaptability to S* diffusion and 
because of complications arising from extensive etch 
pit formation. 

The penetration profile obtained is fitted to one 
of a set of theoretical profiles fitting solution (4) 
which are obtained with the aid of a digital com- 
puter. Each curve is for a certain Dt product. 
Experimental data points for a typical 35S diffusion 
run and a theoretical curve fitting these points are 
shown in Fig. 3. Over 90 ‘A of the experiments gave 
results closely fitting one of the theoretical curves. 
Sometimes, the last one or two points at the tail 
would deviate from the theoretical curve. These 
were regarded as being due to dislocation diffusion 
and were not analyzed further. D* is calculated from 
the D* t product characterizing the theoretical curve 
giving the best fit, using the known diffusion time t. 

IO” / , 1 , I , I / I , I 

T= 900°C 

PG 5 65 x Id atm 

t= 75 hrs 

IO , , I I I , , , , , 
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 

x2 (2 cm’) 

FIG. 3. Penetration profile of a typical tracer diffusion run. 
The curve represents a theoretical complementary error 
function; the points indicate experimental data for the 
diffusion of sulfur tracer at 900°C and pea = 5.65 x 1O-5 atm. 

The time required for establishing the equilibrium 
concentrations of defects in the specimen involving 
chemical diffusion is negligibly small compared to 
the diffusion anneal time for most of the tracer 
diffusion experiments performed in this work. 
Chemical equilibration is also diffusion controlled, 
but is much faster than the tracer diffusion, because 
it depends on the microscopic diffusivities of the 
defects and not on the product of these constants 
with the defect concentration, as is the case for tracer 
diffusion. Experiments performed at 8OO”C, with 
and without previous equilibration under the dif- 
fusion conditions in the absence of the tracer, 
showed essentially no difference in the diffusion 
profiles. Direct confirmation of the expected much 
faster diffusion causing chemical equilibration was 
obtained from relaxation experiments. Typical times 
for chemical equilibration of 1 mm thick samples at 
800°C were found to be 5-10 minutes. Under similar 
conditions of pCd and T, tracer diffusion anneal 
times are 3-4 days, at the end of which time the 
tracer distribution in the sample is still far from 
homogeneous, the tracer concentrations being of the 
order of 1O-4 x surface concentration at a depth 
that equals about one-tenth of the sample thickness. 

However, if the absolute time for chemical 
equilibration becomes very long, the sample should 
be equilibrated prior to the tracer diffusion anneal, 
since tracer transport along dislocations (and other 
faults) during the required longer anneal time can 
now be appreciable and may give erratic results. 
Prior equilibration should also be carried out for 
experiments where the extra Cd or S coming out of 
the crystal as a result of nonstoichiometry from a 
previous treatment could appreciably change the 
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component pressure around the crystal. Keeping 
these considerations in mind, prior equilibration 
was done for experiments at low temperatures 
(<6Oo”C) and at pressures corresponding to or close 
to the minimum total pressure; as received or doped 
material was used for all other experiments. 

Establishment of Cd and S2 Pressures 
pCd and ps2 are related by Kcas =pcdpg,/*. As a 

result, low Cd-pressures can be established by 
establishing high pF2 pressures. Since sulfur vapor 
contains many species other than S2, it is necessary 
to see how far ps, differs from (P&~~,. Using the 
results published by Shiozawa et al. (28), it was 
found that in almost all cases the conditions in our 
experiments were such that ps, is approximately 
equal to ~~~~~~~~~~ 

Results and Discussion 

1. Tracer Diffusion in Undoped Crystals at High 
Cd Pressures 

The first experiments that were carried out were 
performed to identify the native double donor defect 
observed in CdS under Cd pressures from approxi- 
mately 0.01 atm to saturation pressure in the 
temperature range 700”-1000°C (ZZ), i.e., dis- 
tinguish between Cdl’ and V; as the major doubly 
ionized native donor. Up until now (4, 7,9,32), Cdi 
was considered to be the double donor without 
paying much attention to the chalcogen vacancy as 
the possible major defect. A comparison of the Cd 
pressure dependence of the tracer diffusivities of 
Cd* and S*, on the one hand, and that of the 
electronic conductivity and the Hall-effect (deter- 
mined by the major defect), on the other, may 
possibly lead to the identification of the majority 
and minority defects. The tracer diffusivities of Cd 
and S were measured over the pressure range where 
[e’] measured on samples cut from the same crystal 
(II) had been found to be 0~ phi’. 

Results on Cd tracer diffusion in pure crystals are 
shown in Figs. 4 and 6. Figure 4 shows the 800” and 
900°C isotherms for O,& as a function ofp,,. In both 
cases, D& tc p;i3. A pressure dependence of D& 
was reported earlier by Woodbury (17) and Whelan 
and Shaw (18). Woodbury’s results will be discussed 
at the end of this section. Whelan and Shaw report 
DCd oc pCd. Their experimental points are included 
in Fig. 4. It is seen that the absolute values of D& 
are in good agreement with ours whereas, as far as 
the slope is concerned, the points fit a line with slope 

P Cd atm. 

FIG. 4. Variation of D& with pcI for pure CdS at 800 
and 900°C; 850°C data by Whelan and Shaw (18) are also 
given. 

2/3 almost as well as the one with slope 1 which they 
prefer, and which they explain by assuming that Cd 
tracer diffusion is controlled by neutral Cd inter- 
stitials, Cd;. The latter assignment cannot be 
correct. As we shall see, the Cd tracer diffusion in 
this range is decreased by doping with donors, and 
such a decrease is not to be expected if the diffusing 
defect were neutral. 

The absolute values of D& reported by Woodbury (17) 
are lo-100 times larger than ours. This difference is 
probably related to the fact that Woodbury’s penetration 
profiles seldom correspond to a single complementary error 
function. The profiles are either curved or consist of two 
error functions. In the analysis, the greatest weight is given 
to the points in the tail of the profile. Comparison of 
Woodbury’s data for D:, in CdSe (15) (a case in which 
he gives two D’s) with our results for Ds* in CdS shows 
close agreement for Woodbury’s smallest data. This 
indicates that the small-penetration data give the true bulk 
diffusion coefficient, the tail being probably due to a 
mechanism involving dislocations. The difference cannot 
be due to the difference in the sectioning technique. 
Experiments carried out by us with the chemical sectioning 
method used by Woodbury gave results close to those 
obtained using the grinding technique. 

With D& a p:i3 as found by us, the defect re- 
sponsible for Cd tracer diffusion cannot be the 
majority defect controlling charge neutrality, since 
[e’] QC pAi (II). This leaves us with Vi as the major 
doubly ionized donor species. To test this, S tracer 
diffusion was studied as a function of pcd. Figure 
5 shows the 900°C isotherms of Dt and [e’] as a 
function of pcd. Both have a slope of l/3. This is 
consistent with the neutrality condition [e’] = 
2[V,‘], I’,’ being the major doubly ionized native 
donor. The dependence DEd cc piL3 follows from this 
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I I I , 1 I,,, By virtue of the neutrality condition, [P’s’] can be -13 0 

cm2’;c,- >> CL? 

determined via Hall-effect measurements of [e’], and 
the mobility of Vi’ can then be determined from the 
variation of D,* and [e’] as a function of temperature. 

[V,‘] = 1/2[e’] = (ff+)“‘p&i3. (6) 

lo’* - - IO” From Hall-effect measurements on samples from the 

I same crystal (II), I I 1 II I I I I/ 
01 

%d Otm 
I IO Kit = 1.14 x lo-‘exp(-1,75eV/kT)atm-r. (7) 

FIG. 5. Variation of 0: and [e’] with pea at 900°C. Therefore, 

if Cd tracer diffusion takes place by singly ionized 
[V,‘] = 3.06 x 1O-3 exp (-0.58 eV/kT)pAi3, (8) 

Cd interstitials : and for pCd = 4 atm, 

[Cd;] = K;,,(2K;v)-2”p;~3. [ VJ = 4.86 x lo-) exp (-0.58 eV/kT). (9) 

Thus the following points are established for CdS Also atp,-, = 4 atm, the only two successful measure- 
above 700°C : ments made of D,* as a function of temperature (at 

The major doubly ionized native donor is 
900” and 1OOOC) can be expressed as 

Vi. D,* =2.58 x 10-6exp(-1.9eV/kT)cm2sec-‘. (10) 
(9 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

S -tracer diffusion in this pCd range is 
controlled by the Vi’ mechanism. 

Since D,* = D,;[V,‘], (9) and (10) lead to 

Cdi are minority donors, and they are Dyi. = 5.32 x 10e4 exp(-1.32 eV/kT) cm2 set-‘. 
singly ionized. (11) 
Cd tracer diffusion is controlled by Cd; ; as 
we shall see, this will be confirmed both 

From the temperature dependence of D,Y& for 

qualitatively and quantitatively through 
pcd = 1 atm, shown in Fig. 6, we arrive at the 
f 11 o owing general expression for D& valid at high 

the suppression of D,& by a predictable PCd: 
factor with heavy donor doping. 

Comparing the relative magnitudes of D& and Dt 
0% = 7.29 x 10m5 exp (-1.26eV/kT)p6i3 cm* set-I. 

which differ by a factor of %104, and realizing that (12) 

[Cd;] < [V,‘], it is clear that Cd; is by far the fastest Cd, being the minority species, their absolute con- 
moving point defect under these conditions and centration and hence their mobility cannot be 
should be the one involved in bringing about determined. Woodbury (27) gives for D,$ under 
changes in stoichiometrv in resnonse to a changed saturated Cd vapor: 
pea aid/or T (chemical diffusion). D& = 3 exp (-2.0 eV/kT) cm2 set-’ . 

0.75 0.85 0.95 1.05 
lOOO/ T ( OKI-’ 

FIG. 6. Temperature variation of D& at high pcd and 0: at high p~~(=low ~cI). 
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Undoped o 

td’ In -doped A 

FIG. 7. D,* as f&J for pure and indium doped crystals 
at 900°C. 

Assuming aped 2/3 dependence, and using the cadmium 
saturation pressure as f(T) as given by Shiozawa 
et al. (28), this leads to 

Dgd = 1.45 x 10-3exp(-1.32eV/kT)psi3 (13) 
not too different from (12). 

2. Tracer Diffusion in Undoped Crystals at Low 
Cd Pressures 

When passing from high pcd to low pcd (high ps,), 
it was found that a change in the diffusion mech- 
anism occurs for both Cd- and S-tracer diffusion. 
Data on S* diffusion at low pCd are shown in Figs. 
6 and 7. Figure 7 shows the 900°C isotherm for Dz 
as a function of pcd. It obeys the law D,* 0~ p& and 
strongly suggests the neutral sulfur interstitial (Six) 
as the dominant defect responsible for S-exchange. 
The neutral character was confirmed by comparing 
D,* measured with undoped crystals and with an 
indium doped sample. Indium acts as a donor in 
CdS, and Si must be expected to act as an acceptor. 
If ionized it would form Si or S;. The concentrations 
of these species should increase markedly with donor 
doping, causing a corresponding increase in their 
respective contributions to the total DC which would 
be noticeable if their concentration mobility product 
would be > that for Six. As shown in Fig. 7, no 
change in D,* was observed by doping with 1019 In 
cm-3. Thus Six must be and remain the species with 
the largest concentration-mobility product re- 
sponsible for sulfur tracer exchange. Diffusion by 
neutral chalcogen interstitials as concluded from the 
inverse proportionality of D* with the metal pressure 
has also been observed for Se and Te diffusion in 
a variety of other Cd and Zn chalcogenides (15,16) 
and for S*-diffusion in PbS (14). Independence upon 
doping with donors was reported only in the latter 
case. 

The temperature dependence of interstitial D,* for 
ps, = 2 atm is shown in Fig. 6. The data can be 
represented by 

D; = 1.11 x 10-2p;2/2 exp (-2.08 eV/kT) cm2 set-‘. 
(14) 

Since p:i” = K,,,p,i, this is equivalent to a de- 
pendence cc p;;. The activation energy in (14) repre- 
sents the enthalpy of migration of Six plus the 
enthalpy of formationof Six from a vapor containing 
S2. Since the concentration of Six is not changed by 
doping, the two contributions cannot be separated. 

Data on Dgd in nominally pure CdS at low pCd 
showed considerable scatter. However, the observed 
values (wlO-‘* cm2 set-‘) were much higher than 
the values of ~10-‘~ cm* set-’ for Dzd by Cd; 
diffusion, obtained by extrapolation from high pCd. 
Due to relatively long annealing times and the 
danger of sublimation at high temperatures, only a 
narrow pressure range, with pcd well below the 
minimum total pressure value, could be investigated. 
No particular pattern was deducible as far as the 
dependence on pCd is concerned. The scatter may be 
due to varying amounts of donor or acceptor 
impurities, which could enter the sample from the 
walls of the container during the experiment and 
could alter the native defect concentration through 
charge compensation. An increase in Dzd with donor 
doping in this pressure range has already been 
reported by Woodbury (17). Therefore, scatter may 
be prevented by doing experiments with crystals, 
doped heavily with donors. 

3. Cadmium Tracer Diffusion Experiments on 
Donor Doped Crystals 

Practically all data on doped crystals were ob- 
tained on indium doped crystals. Figure 8 shows 

FIG. 8. Isotherms of D& asf(Pcd) for crystals doped with 
various concentrations of indium. The points a indicate 
bdtr. 
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with the some D with the some D 

1 

FIG. 9. The dependence of D& on the indium concentration at 9OO”C, pea = 2 x 10m5 atm (ps, = 8 atm). 

isotherms for D& as a function of pea for three 
different indium concentrations. The result indicates 
the presence of three ranges in which D& behaves 
differently. At low pcI, Dzd is independent of pCd. 
At medium pCd, D& decreases proportional to 
pi& At high PCdr Dgd increases cc pCd. Figure 9 
shows the dependence of Dz, on the indium con- 
centration in the range where the diffusion coeffi- 
cient is independent ofpcd. Figure 10, finally, shows 
the temperature dependence of Dzd for two different 
doping concentrations at Cd pressures chosen to 
remain inside the range where Dzd is independent 
of&d. 

In interpreting these data we must try to find a 
model that represents the observed variations as well 
as possible. The general behavior of the isotherms 
of Fig. 8 indicate that different species are dominant 
in Cd* diffusion at high pcd, on the one hand, and 
at medium and low pcd on the other. It has already 
been established that the high-p,, species is Cd;. 
This is further supported by the observed depend- 
ence cc pCd, to be expected for Cd; when the neutrality 
condition is governed by [In,,] = [e’], and the 
decrease in the absolute value a [In] : 

[WI,, = K~d[&dl-‘!kdp 

FMmwe = K;d(2K&)-“3p:f 
leading to 

(D&hn 
(D&re 

= (2K&)‘13 [Incd]-1p~~3. (15) 

In view of the increase of Dzd with [In] shown in 
Fig. 9, the low pCd species must be a charged species, 
V’ cd, Vtr,, or (Incd Vcd)‘. In either case, the species 
involved may, but need not be, the major charged 
species governing the neutrality condition; Six found 

to be responsible for S* diffusion at low pc,, must 
also be expected to be a double acceptor. A double 
acceptor A” with a level close to the conduction band 
formed by electron bombardment and found in 
photoconductivity experiments (30) may also be 

1000 q , , 800 - 600 T”C r-3 IO’” 

FIG. 10. Temperature dependence of D& for crystals doped 
with 1.5 x lOI9 and 1.2 x lo*” cmW3 indium and variousp,,, 
calculated concentrations of V& (Incd Vcd)’ and e’, and D& 
calculated using this and the mobilities listed in Table III. 
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either I’,, or Si (31). Support for cadmium vacancies 
rather than sulfur interstitials as the major charged 
native defects is found in the fact that pure In& 
crystallizes in a blende type structure with the sulfur 
in a close-packed arrangement, and the two indium 
atoms distributed over three equivalent sites. On this 
basis we shall assume [I$,], [V&l > [S& [$‘I. We 
are then still left with the choice between I&, V& 
and the associate (In,, VcJ as the major charge 
compensating defect, with the approximate neu- 
trality conditions, 

[InAl = [Gl, (16) 
b&l = W&l, (17) 

b&l = 10 Cd VCd)‘l = !f[lnltotale 08) 
The isotherms shown in Fig. 1 correspond to (17). 
Similar isotherms can be constructed for the other 
cases. All predict a transition from an essentially 
p,,-independent Dgd range at low pcd to a range at 
medium pCd where Dsd oc [ VJd] tc p;:, the transition 
taking place at (pc& A choice between the three 
possibilities can be made on the basis of the variation 
of (pCd)fr with the indium concentration. It is easily 
seen that (pCd)fr is independent of [In],,, for (16), 
oc [In],,, for (17), and cc [In]:,, for (18). The data of 
Fig. 8 show a variation intermediate between [In] 
and [In]’ though close to the former. This rules out 
Vkd as the major species in the range next to that 
governed by [In,,] = [e’], but leaves as possibilities 
(17) or a mixed regime with I’:“, and (Inc,, T/cd)’ 
jointly governing the neutrality condition. 

A considerable degree of pairing at concentrations 
>lOig cm3 and temperatures as high as 900°C is 
indicated by results by Hershman et al. (32) in the 
high-temperature Hall effect of indium doped CdS 
in cadmium and sulfur vapor. 

If pairs are not to be neglected, the data have to 
be discussed on the basis of the more complete 
neutrality condition 

bid] = [(In Cd vCd)‘l + 2[v,“d1 + ie’k (19) 
which, combined with the indium balance, leads to 

bltot = 2[(1nCd VCd)‘l + 2[v‘!d1 + k’]. c20) 

Combination with the pairing reaction (Table I (q)) 
and the formation reaction for I’:, (Table I (e)) 
leads to the relation 

[InI total = 2Kp K,!dvbltotal ae2&!/ 

(1 + & Kgdv a&?*p:A) + 2ae2 K:dVp;i + [e’] (21) 
in which the three terms at the right hand side 
correspond to the three terms in (20). a, = r[e’] 
represents the activity of the electrons, y being the 
activity constant; y becomes larger than one for 
electron concentrations approaching the density of 

states in the conduction band. For an effective mass 
mf z 0.2 m, these densities vary from 1.74 x lOI 
cmm3 at 900°C to 9.4 x lOi cmm3 at 500°C. Values 
of y may be taken from Rosenberg (33). Using the 
Kp and Kddv as found by Hershman et al. (32), 
Equation (21) can be solved for [e’] as 

f(kd, bltofal? T, 

and then yields directly [ Vid] and [(Incd Vcd)‘]. 
Dgd is now to be represented by 

0th = Dvcd iv:dl + D,nv[(Incd vCd)‘l. (22) 

Figure 9 shows the variation of Dgd with [In] at 
900°C to be expected if 

(a) pairing occurs, but DyIcd a DInV,, i.e., only 
the free vacancies transport Cd*, 

(b) pairing occurs, but DVICd zz DlnVs, 
(c) no pairing occurs. 

Both (b) and (c) give the observed proportionality 
between Dzd and [In] ,ota,, provided [e’] Q [In] (see 
(20)). As seen in Fig. 10 this condition is satisfied for 
the conditions applying to Fig. 9. On the other hand, 
(a) gives a nonlinear variation not in agreement with 
the data. The same approach can be followed in 
interpreting the temperature dependence of D&, 
shown in Fig. 10, together with the calculated values 
of the concentrations of free and paired vacancies. 
The curvature of log 0% as a function of l/T 
indicates that whereas DYsCd z DInVr at 900°C at 
lower temperatures where pairing becomes more 
important, DInYf < D,.,,. Good agreement between 
the experimental points and a calculated Dzd is 
obtained for D,=,, and DInY, with a slightly different 
temperature dependence. The parameters are given 
in Table III. This table also contains parameters for 
the equilibrium constants of reactions formulated in 
Table I. As a result of the two-parameter representa- 
tion, some of the constants which should have 
temperature dependent preexponentials are written 
with constant preexponentials. In this case, the 
effective enthalpy listed contains a contribution of 
the order of k?i for each T in the preexponential: 
T7ClO-1OOO”C~ 3 x lo3 exp (-0.1 eV/kT). 

The estimate for E,,, + Ev2 given in Table III is 
based on the comparison of H,” and Hi. The sum 
of the distances of the two Vc, acceptor levels from 
the valence band is 

Ea, + Ea, = 2E,,, - E,, + Ev2 = 3.94 - (~1.7) 
= ~2.24 eV. 

Evidently, the acceptor levels are much farther from 
the valence band than the Vs donor levels are from 
the conduction band (20.2 eV), an asymmetry noted 
before. Marked asymmetry is also indicated by the 
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TABLE III 

VALUES OF THE PARAMETERS IN THE TWO-PARAMETER EXPRENONS FOR THE EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANTS 
OR DIFFIJSION COEFFICIEN-IS K = K”exp(-H*/RT) OR D = D”exp(-H*/RT) ARRIVED AT ON THE BASIS 

OF A MODEL WITH PAIRING 

Equilibrium D” (cm2 set-‘) or 
constant K” (site, fr., atm) H or E (eV) Reference or relation 

(a) K,“, 1.14 x lo-’ 1.75 11 
(b) Kd, 7.11 x 10-s 0.04 + 0.15 11 
(C) 4, 1.8 x 1O-3 0.14 + 0.15 11 
(4 KS, 8.9 x 1O-3 1.27 
(4 K& 

f&h%, 4, 
3.6 x lo9 2.34 32 

(0 Kv, Kv2 1.28 x lo+ Cl.7 KS’, K,” 
(id &v 4.6 x lo4 14 K&Y Kv, Kv2 
0-d Ksvc 1.78 x 10” 6.86 KS, &cm 
(3 Kt 0.225 2.86 
04 Kb” 4.1 x 102 4.09 

$,),$G4[Inl,.,.I 
Cd" SY 

(1) KS" 4.1 x 102 ~5.6 <&.s; K," Kv, Kvz &, &, 
(4 KC~S 2 x lOlo atm3’2 3.4 28 

b-4 KCM 2 x lOLJ tim* 5.59 Kxs KD l/2 

(0) KD lo6 atm 4.38 28 
(P) Kcd 1.7 x lo5 atm 1.08 28 
(4) KP 6.7 -0.47 32 
~7oo-1ooow 3 x 103 0.1 
Dv-cd 4.39 1.48 %&‘&I 
D I”“’ 10.8 1.58 
DVs 5.32 x 1O-4 1.32 Ds*/Kl 
D* Cd 7.29 x 10-sp;/d3 1.26 Da; [‘Xl 
0: 1.1 x lo-*& 2.08 Dsp [VI 

0 If Sl rather than V& should be the major ionized native acceptor species, K’; is to be replaced 
by K;. s, the constant for the Frenkel disorder of sulfur. 

parameter differences for (g) and (h); neutral sulfur 
vacancies are more difficult to create than neutral 
cadmium vacancies. The reason is that the latter are 
considerably stabilized by formation of bonds 
between adjacent sulfur atoms. These bonds are 
destroyed, or at least weakened, upon addition of 

8 18 ic? Id IF3 Id I IO 
P Cd atm. 

FIG. 11. D& as f(pcB) at 850°C as reported by Whelan 
and Shaw (18), together with the variation expected for CdS 
with 1016 crnm3 donors on the basis of our results. 

electrons. This in turn is the reason why electron 
addition to the neutral V& involves so much energy, 
i.e., why the acceptor levels are so far from the 
valence band. The asymmetries in vacancy forma- 
tion and in donor and acceptor level positions are 
closely related. 

Finally, let us examine the lowp,, data of Whelan 
and Shaw (18) for D& at 85O”C, reproduced in Fig. 
11. (Their high pCd data have already been dealt 
with.) These authors attribute the central flat part 
of the isotherm as found by them to diffusion by 
V& with [D*] = 2[V&] z 1016/cm3, the neutrality 
condition [D’] = 2[V&] holding over the pCd range 
from 10V4 to at least 0.15 atm. However, it is known 
from the Hall-effect measurements on CdS (II), that 
at 85O”C, the electron concentration due to native 
donors is >10’6/cm3 for pCd > 8 x 10e5 atm. Thus 
for crystals containing 1016/cm3 foreign donors, the 
neutrality condition at pCd 2 10m4 atm is always 
[e’] = 2[V,‘]. For pcd < 10m4 atm, the neutrality 
condition will be [D’] = [e’], both (Kg)1/2 and 
(Ki)1/2 being less than 1016/cm3 at 850°C. The Dzd 
isotherm for 1016 cme3 donors, expected on the 
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FIG. 12. Native defect concentrations at 900°C in undoped CdS, calculated for the model with 

phase boundarles 

basis of our results, is shown in Fig. 11. According not fall into the stability range for [D] = 1OL6 cm-3 
to these same results, a D& independent of pCd, and and can at most be narrow at higher donor con- 
of the magnitude as reported by Whelan et al. centrations. In view of the scatter and irrepro- 
corresponds to ~2 x 10’8/cm3 donors in the crystal. ducibility noticed by us for D& in undoped samples 
But for such a donor concentration, D& should at low pCd, it is possible that their data are in error. 
remain independent of pCd down to pCd’s much However, the possibility of other models explaining 
smaller than shown in their results. their data cannot be excluded. 

Whelan and Shaw attribute the dependence 
D& a PCd at PCd < 10m4 atm to a corresponding 
variation of [ V:d] to be expected when the neutrality 
has changed to [D’] = [ Vd,]. This would imply that 
(pCd)tr > 1 Oe4 atm at 850°C for lOI cmw3 and higher 
donor concentrations. Extrapolated values for 
(pCd),r at 850°C for 2 x lOi cmm3 donors from our 
data are -4 x 10m6 atm, well below 1O-4 atm and 
close to the phase boundary. Thus according to our 
data, a range where D. is compensated by VA, does 

On the basis of the constants as listed in Table 
III, we can see how pure CdS must be expected to 
behave. Figure 12 shows 900°C isotherms. Figure 13 
shows the position of the stoichiometric points, 
given by (pc&&, = (K&,/K:,)“*Ki, relative to the 
phase boundaries of CdS; at all Tthe stoichiometric 
composition falls outside the stability limits of the 
phase. In the same figure we have indicated 
hkd)native above which the concentration of elec- 
trons due to nonstoichiometry becomes larger than 
that from the foreign donors; we ah give (p&. 
Figure 14 shows the expected effect of doping with 
acceptors at 900°C pcd = 2 x 1O-5 atm. Holes 
become the majority species at a foreign acceptor 
concentration of 3 x lO-‘j. Considering that the 
electron mobility is lo-100 x the hole mobility, 
doping concentrations that are at least 10 times 
higher are required to find a p-type Hall effect or 
thermoelectric power. 

2 I r I I I I 
Phase Baundory - 

/--.. 

1.0 0.9 0.8 07 0.6 
- lOOO/ T (OK)‘ ’ 

FIG. 13. Positions of the stoichiometric composition 
(P~&=~, and (Pi&, and (PC&~I~~ for different donor 
concentrations relative to the three-phase line (the s-l-g 
phase boundary) of CdS. 

FIG. 14. Expected defect concentrations as a function of 
the concentration of foreign acceptors at pcd = 2 x 10e5 atm 

= 8 atm) and 900°C. 
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Conclusions 
Cd and S tracer diffusivity measurements on 

undoped crystals show that above 700°C the dif- 
fusion data are consistent with the following: 

(i) At high pcd, S diffuses via doubly ionized S 
vacancies, V,’ ; these vacancies are also the major 
doubly ionized native donors reported earlier from 
Hall-effect measurements. Under these conditions 
both [e’] and Dz vary as pkL3 at a constant tempera- 
ture. 

(ii) At high pcd, Cd diffuses as singly ionized 
Cd interstitials, Cd;; these interstitials are minority 
donors. Assumption of this species leads to the 
observed dependence Dzd oc piL3 at a constant tem- 
perature. Cd; has a much higher mobility than V,‘, 
so that the concentration-mobility product is Iarger 
for Cdl than for Vg. This is indicated by the fact 
that Dzd > D,* under identical pCd and T. 

(iii) At high S pressures (i.e., lowpc,), S diffuses 
as neutral interstitial% Six. The neutral character 
follows from the observed D,* cc p;A and is further 
established by the independence of D,* from donor 
doping. 

(iv) At high S2 pressures, Cd diffuses via 
doubly ionized Cd vacancies, Vid. Even in our 
purest crystals, the concentration of these vacancies 
is controlled by foreign impurities which makes DEd 
under these conditions independent of pressure. In 
pure or weakly doped crystals, the mobility con- 
centration products for Cd* and S* diffusion are of 
the same order. 

Cd tracer diffusivity measurements on In-doped 
crystals above 700°C show that 

(i) At high S2 pressures and for heavily doped 
crystals, In is incorporated as Ini, with the forma- 
tion of doubly ionized acceptors as the charge 
compensating species. Pairing between In,, and V:d 
is important at indium concentrations >lOlg cm3 at 
all temperatures. 

(ii) If vi,-, are assumed to be the major 
acceptors, interpretation of Dg, data on the basis 
of a model including pairing leads to expressions for 
the various equilibrium constants and the micro- 
scopic mobilities of v& and (Incd Vcd)’ as given in 
Table III. 
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